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SOME PROBLEMS OF SPECTRAL THEORY 

Ferner Rickero 

As noted by several authors (eg. [7], [8]), the spectrality of 

opera~tors with spectrum contained in :lR or the unit circleTI'={zr::lt; lzi =1}, 

. . { isT 1 can of'cen be de-termined by an exa~mJ.natJ.on of the groups e ; s E lP.J and 

{ Tn; n E ZZ}, respectively. The problem is ·to determine when the Stone 

Theorem holds for these gro~ps, that is, 'co determine when they are the 

Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a spectral measure defined on the dual group. 

For our purposes, it suffices to consider Stone's Theorem for the pair of 

(dual) groups ZZ and 'll' (see [8], [ll] for example). 

I,et X be a locally convex Hausdorff space, always assumed to be quasi·-

complete. The space of con·tinuous linear opera·tors on X with the strong 

opera tor topology is denoted by L (X) • The spectrum of an operator T E L (X) 

is ·taken in the sense of [ll; p. 270]. The cr-algebra of Borel sets of 'll' is 

denoted by B. Let P denote ·the space of trigonometric polynomials in C ('lr) 

If~ E C('ll'), then$ denotes its Fourier transform. 

STONE'S THEOPE!VI. Let the space X be barrelled and T E L (X) have 

an inverse in L(X). Suppose that one of the following conditions is 

satisfied. 

(i) For each x E X, the subset 

{p('l')x; p E P, llpil 00 S 1}, 

of Xj? is relatively v1eakly compact~ 

(ii) The group {Tn; n E zo} is an equicontinuous part of L(X) and 

m 
L $ (-n) Tnx; k 

n=-m 
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is a relatively weakly compact subset of X, for each x e X. 

Then there exists a regular spectral measure E: B-+ L(X) •such that 

(l) n e 22:. 

In particular, T is a scalar-type spectral opera tor with cr ( T) !::. '1I'. 

Conversely, if T is a scalar-type spectral operator with cr(T)!::. '11' 1 

then (i) and (ii) are satisfied and (1) holds. 

Criterion (i) is a vector version of the well known Bochner-Schoenberg 

test characterizing those complex sequences on 2Z which are the Fourier-

Stieltjes transform of a regular Borel measure on'll', [2]. Similarly, 

criterion (ii), stated in terms of Fejer means, is also a vector general-

isation of an analogous statement characterising those complex sequences on 

2Z which are a Fourier-Stieltjes transform, [12]. 

Given an operator T e L(X) with cr(T)!::. '11', it may happen, of course, 

that the group 

(2) n E 22:, 

is not the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of any L(X)-valued spectral measure. 

That is, T is not a scalar-type spectral operator in the sense of N. Dunford, 

[l]. Nevertheless, there may exist a spaceY containing X such that when 

interpreted as a part of Y, each of the sets AT(x), x eX (or BT(x), x EX) 

is relatively weakly compact and T has a natural extension to an operator 

TY e L(Y). By applying Stone's Theorem to the group n 1-+ ~, n E 22:, it is 

often possible to deduce that the extended operator TY is a scalar-type 

spectral operator. Accordingly, TY admits a rich functional calculus. 

More precisely, a locally convex space Y is said to be admissible for 

a densely defined operator Tin x, with domain D(T), [ll], if there is a 

continuous linear injection l :X-+ Y and an operator TY E L(Y), such that 
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l(X) is dense in Y, the spaceY is the completion or quasi-completion of 

l (X) and 

l (Tx), X E D(T). 

If T E L(X), then a locally convex space Y is said to be admissible 

for the group (2) if it is an admissible space for each operator '1?, n E 22:, 

or equivalently, if it is admissible for T and -1 T , and if {~. y , n E 22:} is 

an equicontinuous part of L(Y); this need not follow from the equicontinuity 

of (2). 

If Y is an admissible space for an operator T E L(X), then a(TY) can 

be vastly different from cr(T), [11; §2]. Even if cr(T) = a(TY), particular 

points of cr(T) may be of a different type when considered as points of 

a(Ty>· For example, if X= 1 1 (~) and T E L(X) is given by 

Tx X E X, 

then cr(T) = [-2,2]. The points ±2 belong to the continuous spectrum ofT 

and the remaining points are in the residual spectrum, [4; pp.29-36]. Let 

Then Y is an admissible space for T. If TY is the natural 

extension ofT toY, then a(TY) = a(T). However, now all the points of 

a(TY) belong to the continuous spectrum of TY [5; pp.23l-232]. 

The following two examples illustrate how the suitable choice of an 

admissible space Y for the group generated by a "non-spectral operator" 

T E L(X) with cr(T) k. 'll', that is, the group (2), can often be used to show 

that T is a spectral operator when considered to be acting in Y rather than 

X. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let T denote the bilateral unit shift in the space 

X lp(ZZ:), 1 < p < 2, that is, Tx = y, x EX, where yn = xn-l for each 
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n E :ZZ. Then the group (2) does not satisfy the criteria of Stone's Theorem, 

-] -1 
[3, Theorem 5. 7]. · Let q > 0 satisfy p + q = 1. Define a continuous 

linear operator F : X -+ Lq(~) by F~ = f, ~ E X, where f = ~- If the range 

W, of F, is equipped with the norm 

11£11 11£11 + 11£11 f E rv, q X J 

then W is a Banach space and F is an isomorphism. Let S E L(W) be the 

-1 
that is, Sf = f E where g(z) zf(z), Then operator FTF , g, w, = z E ~. T 

is of scalar-type if and only if s is of scalar-type. 

By an in ~ is meant a subset of the form {e 
it t J}, where J is arc ; E 

an interval in JP •• Let A denote the collection of all arcs in ~ and M the 

ring generated by A. The map Q : M -+ L(W) given by 

f E W1 

for each T E M, is additive, multiplicative and uniformly bounded on A. 

However, Q is not uniformly bounded on M, [11; Example 2.8]. Let 

E : AI -+ L(X) be given by 

E(T) 
-1 

F Q(T)F, T E M. 

Then the group (2), which "ought to be" the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of 

E, fails to be so because E cannot be extended to a a-additive, L(X)-valued 

measure on B. In fact, the subsets AT(x), x EX, of X, are in general un-

bounded. 

However, the space Y = 1 2 (:ZZ) is admissible for the group (2). 

Furthermore, if TY denotes the natural extension of T to Y, then the Stone 

Theorem applied in Y implies that {~; n E :ZZ} is a Fourier-Stieltjes 

transform. In fact, if EY(T) denotes the natural extension of the operator 

E(T) to Y, for each T E M, and EY denotes the extension of the so defined 
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measure from M to B, then 

(3) 
n r n 

T'y = J z dEY(z), n E zz. 
'lT 

In particular, TY is a scalar-type spectral operator. 

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to choose the space Y to be 

a Banach space. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X 

Tx = YR x E X, where yn = 

00 

1 ( ZZ) and 2' E L (X) be the opera tor given by 

in 
e x 

n 
for each n E ZZ. Then ·the sets AT(x), x E X, 

although bounded in X, are not necessarily relatively weakly compact. 

Accordingly, the group (2) is not a Fourier-Stieltjes transform. 

For each T E B, let E(T) E L(X) be the operator g·iven by E(T)x = y, 

The group (2), which "ought 

to be" the Four.ier-s·tieltjes transform of E, again fails to be so because E 

is no·t a-additive. In this case however., all ·the projections needed for the 

"spectral measure;> a:r:e a.vailable, as dis·tinct from Example 1, but the top-

ology of X is 'coo strong for E ·to be a-additive. 

However, t:he Frechet: space Y = ICZZ (pointwise convergence topology) is 

admissl.ble for ·the group ( 2) . Fur'thermore, if TY denotes the na·tural ex-

tension of T -"co Y,., .;:hen { n E 2Z } satisfies Stone~ s rrheorem.. In fac·t, if 

EY(T) de:notes t.he natural extension of E(T) to Y!Y for each T E B, then 3) 

In pa1::t.icular i' TY is a. SCB:lar-·type spectral operator 0 

Given an operat:or T E L(X) ,v t.here is t:o.o ~reneral procedure for finding 

an admissible space Y for the gJ::oup (2) in l_,lhich the exJcended group 

Y; n E LZ} is a Four-ier-Stielt.j es ·transform~ Some me-thods, applicable to 
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admissible spaceY for the group (2), such that the set of operators 

or ·the set of operators 

l' 2' ••• ' w E C('ll') ' II \fill 00 ::; l}, 

is an equicontinuous part of L{Y) and such that each set AT(x), x E X, 

(respectively, BT(x), x EX) is relatively weakly compact in Y. It then 

follm•JS (cf. proof of [6; Theorem 2]) that each set Am (y), y E Y, 
~y 

(respectively, BT {y), y E Y) is relatively weakly compact. 
y 

The approach suggested by the above discussion can, of course, be 

adopted for operators which do not necessarily have their spectrum in 'lT or 

JR. Nany operators T have naturally associated with them a large family of 

commuting projections which are in a certain sense dense in the prospec-tive 

resolution of t.he iden'city for T. It is often possible to find an admissible 

space for 2' in which the associated family of projections can be extended ·to 

a spectral measure (see [10], [11] for example). In ·this way many importan-t 

operators of analysis which "ought to be" spectral operators, as pointed out 

by N. Dunford in the survey [l], are in fact so when considered to be acting 

in a suitable admissible space for the given operator. ~~e conclude with 

such an example. 

EXIiMPLE 3. Le·t y be a complex nUITLber and p be a <r.:-valued function 

'? st I I satisfying 6e p(t) dt < oo, for some s > 0. Consider the operator T given 

by 

d2 
- --2 + p(t)' 

dt 

together 1),7ith the boundary condition 

t :0: 0, 
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(4) f' (0) - yf(O) 0. 

The domain of T consists of those func·tions f E X = L 2 ( [0, "')), having 

derivatives f' absolu·tely continuous in bou.nded intervals of [O,ro) 

satisfying (4), such that Tf E X. 

The spectrum of T consists of ·the continuous spectrum [O,oo) and of a 

fini·te number of eigenvalues },k = ]J~, l 0: k S: r, vJith Im(pk) > 0, which are 

zeros of some function q) holomorphic in the half-plane Im(z) > -':2s, [9]. It 

can happen that <P also has real zeros. They too can only be finite in 

nuinber. If these real zeros are deno'ced by 0 1 , ... , 0 1 , then 'che positive 

nurnbers :\ . = 0~, l 0: j S: 1, are called the spectral singulari·ties of T. The 
J J 

"eigenfunctionsH corresponding to ·the specJcral singulari~cies are not. elem-

ents of the space X. 

Assume that p and y are such, that r = 0 (eg. p = 0, y = -i). Denote 

by M the o-ring of all Borel sets in o(T) '.Vhich have positive distance from 

A {~ 1 ... .,~ 1 }. Then there exists a multiplica·tive, o-additive map 

E M ~' L(X) which commutes with T. 
co 

However, if {Tn}n=l is a sequence of 

sets from M whose distance from A tends to zero as n -+ oo, then the sequence 

of norms {liE( )II; n = 1,2, ... } is unbounded, [9], Accordingly, E cannot 

be extended to an L(X)-valued measure on the Borel sets, o(C), of C. 

Let Y denote the projective limit of the system { (E(T)X,E(T)); T E /.!}, 

Then ·there is an L(Y) -valued spectral measure Ey' on B(C), such that EY(T) 

is the unique extension of E(T) for each T E /A. The operator T has an ex-

tension ·to a scalar-type spectral operator TY, in Y, with speci:ral resol-

ution of the identity EY, [9; Theorem 5. 7]. 
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